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Overview

● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

● Health risks and routes of exposure for mercury

● Methods for mercury testing
● Safe handling, cleaning, and care protocols for 

tin-mercury amalgam objects



● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

Image Source: Payne de Chavez, K. 2010. Image Source: Payne de Chavez, K. 2010.



● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

Image Source: Diderot Encyclopedia: The Complete Illustrations 1762–1777. Harry N. Abrams Inc. Publishers, 1978.



● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 
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● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

Image Source: Incollect, Winterthur Primer Image Source: Speaker Image Source: Speaker



● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

Image Source: Speaker Image Source: Speaker
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Route- site of exposure, will determine the ultimate dose of 
the exposure and health impact

● Health risks and routes 
of exposure for mercury



● Health risks and routes 
of exposure for mercury

There are three basic 
exposure pathways: 
inhalation, ingestion, or 
direct contact. The degree or 
extent of exposure is 
determined by measuring the 
amount of the hazardous 
substance at the point of 
contact.



● How tin-mercury amalgam mirrors were made 

Image Source: New Atlas

Mercuric nitrate was used in 
manufacture of felt used in many 
different products, including hats 

such as this. This is where the term 
“Mad as a Hatter” comes from. 

Image Source: Mercury Stories



Image Source: William Donnelly



An Individual’s Risk is Unique
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• While hazards may present universal 
risks, the impact a hazard has on an 
individual depends on many factors.

• We cannot know all factors influencing a 
person’s experience of a different 
hazard.

• Depending on health, and both visible 
and invisible disabilities, people may 
experience higher risks than others.

• This is one reason why it is so important 
to be aware and cautious of collections 
hazards.

An Individual’s Risk is Unique

Image Source: WeCapable



“Unlike industrial workers who are likely to 
encounter higher doses of potentially hazardous 
materials resulting in acute exposure, museum 
workers are more likely to be exposed to low-level 
doses of heavy metals [and other toxins] over an 
extended period of time, resulting in chronic health 
problems.”

-American Institute for Conservation, 2008 



Acute exposure- is a short contact with a chemical. 
It may last a few seconds or a few hours. For 
example, it might take a few minutes to clean 
windows with ammonia, use nail polish remover or 
spray a can of paint. The fumes someone might 
inhale during these activities are examples of acute 
exposures.
New York State Department of Health

Types of Exposure



Chronic exposure- is continuous or repeated 
contact with a toxic substance over a long period of 
time (months or years). If a chemical is used every 
day on the job, the exposure would be chronic. Over 
time, some chemicals, such as PCBs and lead, can 
build up in the body.
New York State Department of Health

Types of Exposure



● Methods for mercury testing

Image Source: Speaker Image Source: Speaker



● Survey
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● Methods for mercury testing

Image Source: Melissa King Image Source: Speaker
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● Methods for mercury testing

Image Source: Speaker Image Source: Brookfield Engineering



NIOSH method 6009

● Methods for mercury testing



Sample chambers ready for analysisImage Sources: Speaker



● Safe handling, cleaning, and 
care protocols for tin-mercury 
amalgam objects

1. Display
2. Storage
3. Cleanup

Image Sources: Speaker



2. Storage

Image Sources: Speaker Image Sources: William Donnelly



Dripping mirrors, bagged in storage at Bruton Heights Wallace Example of historic mirror within historic area exhibition

Image Sources: Speaker Image Sources: Speaker



Dripping mirrors, bagged in storage at Bruton Heights Wallace Example of historic mirror within historic area exhibition

3. Cleanup

Image Sources: New Pig



Documenting looking glasses on exhibition in the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg with Senior Technician Colleen Kennedy

Manage risks
through strong 
policies, 
procedures, and 
training
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Resources
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Documenting looking glasses on exhibition in the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg with Senior Technician Colleen Kennedy

Thank you!

Marie Desrochers
mdesrochers@utah.gov

mailto:mdesrochers@utah.gov

